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Appendix 1.
Figure A1. Distribution of breeding colonies of lesser kestrel in Italy on which MaxEnt modelling
has been based. Each point represents a location were at least one pair during one year has
reproduced between 2000 and 2014 (n=298). Colonies have been classified in three size classes
based on number of breeding pairs, because the exact number of pairs was not available for the all
dataset.

Figure A2. Distribution of wintering records of lesser kestrel in Italy on which MaxEnt modelling
has been based. Each point represents a winter (1 December–31 January) observation of at least one
individual. Observations data span from 1985 to 2015, for a total of 45 records belonging to 76
individuals, 23 of them were males, 5 females. The rest had the sex undetected by the observer.

Table A1. Description of climatic variables used to model climatic suitability for breeding and
wintering lesser kestrel in Italy. Variables were downloaded as georeferenced raster images from
worldclim.org. When expressing ‘current climatic conditions’ they have been calculated as the
mean of each variable value between 1950 and 2000. The same variables were used for different
future periods and under different climate change scenarios (see main text), in order to compare
current and future climatic conditions. A more detailed variable presentation and computation can
be found in O’Donnel and Ignizio (2012) and worldclim website. The table represent the initial set
of considered variables, including those not selected in the final modelling phase for the
highcollinearity values (see Table 1 in main text).

Variable

Used to model
Unit climate suitability Brief description
during

Rainfall March

mm

Breeding

The total rainfall of March

Cumulated rainfall incubation (April + May) mm

Breeding

The sum of the rainfall of April and May

Minimum temperature April

Breeding

The lowest tempertaure registered in April

°C

Temperature Seasonality (bio4)

°C

Wintering

The amount of temperature variation in a
year, expressed as the standard deviation of
mean monthly temperatures. To highest
value correspond highest differences
between cold and hot periods.

Rainfall September

mm

Wintering

The total rainfall of September

Rainfall October

mm

Wintering

Minimum temperature September

°C

Wintering

Minimum temperature October

°C

Wintering

Minimum temperature of the coldest month
(bio6)

°C

Wintering

Annual rainfall (bio12)

mm

Wintering

The total rainfall of October
The lowest tempertaure registered in
September
The lowest tempertaure registered in
October
The lowest monthly tempertaure registered
over a year. Note that the coldest month may
differ from year to year.
The total annual rainfall (sum of monthly
rainfalls)

Figure A3. Dendrogram showing the correlation among climatic variables selected in order to
model climatic suitability of lesser kestrel in Italy during breeding (a) and wintering (b) periods.
The initial set of variables for modelling wintering climate suitability was progressively reduced to
three (reported in c) by collinearity inspection based on variance inflation factor (VIF). tmin4:
minimum temperature April; prec3: rainfall March; prec45: cumulated precipitation April+May;
bio4: temperature seasonality; prec10: rainfall October; bio6: minimum temperature of the coldest
month; tmin9: minimum temperature September; tmin10: minimum temperature October; prec9:
rainfall September; bio12: Annual rainfall.

Figure A4. Mean ROCs (Receiving Operating Characteristic) calculated over five repetitions of
MaxEnt models testing the climate suitability in Italy for breeding (a) and wintering (b) lesser
kestrel. Each repetition of the model has been based on different random selections of the 80% of
the data and validated over the remnant 20%. Shaded areas represent standard deviation, while
black line show the mean value of the ROC curve.

Figure A5. MESS maps produced by MaxEnt for the breeding (a) and wintering (b) models.
Negative values of the MESS indicate that model performance in that cell is low, due to high
extrapolation. On the contrary, cells in which MESS maps are above 0 produce reliable predictions.
Cells with negative values of MESS where erased from the final suitability maps presented in the
main text (Figures 1, 2, 3) and from any further analysis.

Figure A6. Distribution over Italy of precipitation values in March (prec3) under current conditions (upper left corner) and for each of the eight
scenarios considered in the study. Names of the scenarios are coded in this way: bc=BCC-CSM1-1; gc=GISS-E2-R; 45=intermediate climate
change as for rcp 4.5; 85= intense climate change as for rcp 8.5; 2050 and 2070 are the years of reference for predictions.

Figure A7. Distribution over Italy of precipitation values during incubation (April+May, prec45) under current conditions (upper left corner) and for
each of the eight scenarios considered in the study. Names of scenarios and years of reference coded as in Figure A3.

Figure A8. Distribution over Italy of minimum temperature of April (tmin4) under current conditions (upper left corner) and for each of the eight
scenarios considered in the study. Names of scenarios and years of reference coded as in Figure A3.

Figure A9. Distribution over Italy of temperature seasonality (bio4 from worldclim.org) under current conditions (upper left corner) and for each of
the eight scenarios considered in the study. Names of scenarios and years of reference coded as in Figure A3.

Figure A10. Distribution over Italy of October rainfall (prec10) under current conditions (upper left corner) and for each of the eight scenarios
considered in the study. Names of scenarios and years of reference coded as in Figure A3.

Figure A11. Distribution over Italy of minimum temperature of September (tmin9) under current conditions (upper left corner) and for each of the
eight scenarios considered in the study. Names of scenarios and years of reference coded as in Figure A3.

